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Abstract 
A wide range of observations has shown that active region phenomna in 
the photospheric, chrmspheric and coronal tenperatwe reghs are dynamical 
in nature. We focus here on three topics where substantial developrents have 
occurred in the past few years. At the photosphere, recent observations of 
full line profiles place an upper limit of about +20 msec’l on any damflows 
at supergranule cell edges. Observations of the Tu11 Stokes V profiles in the 
network show no evidence for downflows in magnetic flux tubes either, although 
the errors here are still an order of magnitude larger. Velocity observations 
such as those planned with HRSO can be designed to avoid the spurious signals 
generated by line profile changes. 
In the area of chramospheric dynamics, several models have been put for- 
ward recently to reproduce the observed behavior of spicules. 
point out that these adiabatic models do not include the powerful radiative 
dissipation which tend to damp out the large-amplitude disturbances that pro- 
duce the spicular acceleration in the models. 
helpful in tracing spicule development from the triggering process through 
evolution of the structure, and thus help to decide whether much longer-period 
photospheric disturbances or spicule triggering at much higher altitudes might 
avoid the dissipation and produce more promising results. 
Hcwever, we 
HRSO observations would be 
In the corona, loop flaws almg field lines clearly transportmss and 
energy at rates important for the dynamics of these structures. However, 
advances in understanding the heating and mss balance of the loop structures 
seen to require new kinds of observations. We present sane results using a 
remte sensing diagnostic of the intensity and orientation of mcroscopic 
plasm electric fields predicted by models of reconnective heating and also 
wave heating. 
nificantly higher spatial resolution and sensitivity than is possible fran the 
ground. 
Use of this diagnostic should be possible from HRSO with sig- 
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I. Introduction 
We have seen many fine space- and ground-based observations presented at 
this meeting. 
that the subject of flows in active regions, and their cantrol by electro- 
magnetic forces, is quite venerable. Figure 1 is a drawing made of an active 
region at the limb in Hd by A. Secchi on October 5, 1871. 
from visual observatians through a spectrohelioscope, shows most of the basic 
structures we are still seeking to understand--a well-defined loop system, 
coronal rain, spicules and sane surging activity. 
which has been made also in several of the preceeding papers, that interpre- 
tation is lagging rather far behind observations. 
It is probably useful to show an old observation to remind us 
This drawing, made 
This illustrates a point 
The randy is of course not to stop observing--understing can ccxne 
only from much better data of the kind that we expect from HRSO. But we do 
perhaps need to think mre clearly about the specific observations that are 
required to answer scxne rather long-standing and relatively well-posed 
problem. 
11. Overview of Active Region Flows 
Figure 2 shows schematically scxne of the basic types of flows that have 
been identified in active regions (see, e.g., review by Athay 1981). Asso- 
ciated with spots we find the strong Evershed flaws of the penumbra, and in 
the Hd superpenumbra that overlies it, a predaninant inflow. Evidence on the 
Evershed outflow indicates it is cmfined to dark penumbral filaments of rela- 
tively low magnetic field strength (see review by Moore 1981). It is not yet 
clear whether it represents a steady outward flow or whether it reverses with- 
in individual filaments on time scales canparable to the pmumbral crossing 
time and returns along less visible paths. Within spots, one finds a rela- 
tively static atmosphere, with no detectable large-scale flow (Beckers 1977). 
In the corona above the spot we observe predaninantly downflowing material, 
"coronal rain," not only in €& , but also in the EUV radiations ( F b u J d  1978, 
Brueckner 1981 1. 
The excellent " T S  rocket and Spacelab data also give us our best look at 
flws in coronal radiations, which consist of up and dmflaws over spots and 
plages at velocities around 30 km sec'l ( B r u e c h e r  1981). 
Skylab EUV data showed rapid variations in the intensities of plasm radia- 
tions, which have been interpreted as explosive bursts (-lie ard Noyes 
1978). In the chromosphere we have many observations of spicules and fibrils 
in visible radiations (see review by Beckers 1972) and now also in the ultra- 
violet (Cook 1985). 
Analysis of the 
mer in the atmosphere, there has been much work on flows in and around 
magnetic flux tubes ever since the report of systemtic redshifts in network 
boundaries by S h n  and Leighton (1964), ard the later report of strong down- 
drafts within the small network flux tubes by Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978). 
The relative mtions of photospheric flux tubes are in twelves tracers of 
velocity fields at deeper layers (see, e.g., review by Gilman and Fbukal 1979). 
Since there isn't time to discuss all of the above flaw phenomena, I 
muld like to concentrate on three topics where interesting progress has been 
mde in observations and theory. 
photospheric flows inside and around flux tubes, and their relation to the 
One area is the observational evidence on 
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supergranulation. Another is the dynamics of spicules and f i b r i l s .  Finally, 
I would l ike  to  present sane new observational evidence with a d i rec t  hearing 
on the dynamics of coronal flaws i n  magnetic loops. 
111. Photospheric Flows a t  Superg ranule Boundaries and Within Flux Tubes 
The observations of the supergranular flow pattern obtained by SimDn and 
Leighton (1964) led t o  the cmcept of an overturning supergranular cmvective 
cell. Strong horizontal flows vh - 0.5 km sec-1 are observed to diverge from 
the cell center. 
upflow velocity vu z 10 msec-'(Giovanelli 1980). Hawever, re la t ively strong 
redshifts near the flow edges w e r e  interpreted as dawnflaws of amplitude 100- 
200 msec-l. 
Fraunhofer l ines)  and redshif ts  is w e l l  i l lus t ra ted  by Tanenbam et  al .  (1969). 
No good evid ce has ever been given for  any significant 
The correlation between network (marked by excess brightness i n  
Observations by Howard (1972) and others show& that  systematic redshifts 
The large areas covered by these 
over network and faculae w e r e  observed whenever a magnetograph Dcppler servo 
was used t o  measure photospheric velocities. 
apparent downdrafts and the absence of any detectable canpensating blue- 
shifted mterial led t o  the  increasing suspicion that a t  least a large part 
of the redshift was  generated by magnetic suppression of the blue-shift of 
Fraunhofer lines. This  blue-shift near disc  center is h a m  t o  be caused by 
the intensity-velocity correlation of granules (see review by Dravins, Linde- 
gren and Nordlund 1981). Scmwbat surprisingly, the observatims of f u l l  l ine  
profiles a t  cell centers and boundaries needed t o  resolve this question w e r e  
not obtained until quite recently (Miller, Foukal and K e i l  1984, Cavallini, 
C e p p t e l l i  and R i g h i n i  1985). 
W l ine  prof i le  resu l t s  fo r  the two g = 0 E 1  l ines  
are sham i n  Figure 3a. 
i n  cell centers and i n  the network. 
of the cell and network prof i les  a t  a scale expanded 40 times. All  the bi- 
sectors show the characteristic "C" cmature (Dravins, Lindegren and Nordlund 
19811, but the network bisector curvature is less than that of the cell bi- 
sector. Both t he  absolute curvature and the cell-netwmk curvature are larger 
for 5434 than for  
velocity) interval.  
5434 and 4065 
The two l e f t  panels show the line profi les  observed 
The r ight  two panels show the bisectors 
4065, which is formed over a narrowr height (and 
W e  can see that i f  the relative p i t i o n  of the cell and network 
prof i les  were measured with a line-wing sensor such as a magnet y p h ,  the 
network prof i le  would appear shifted t o  the red by 100-200 msec' . 
cell and network bisectors coincide i n  the l i ne  core for  both the l ines  Shawn 
here. 
measured i n  that  part of the line prof i le  formed highest and thus least 
affected by the granulation I-V correlation. 
decrease of network l i ne  curvature can be simulated fo r  atmospheres i n  which 
the  e f fec t  of granular convection is  decreased by specified amounts. 
observed decrease can be produced, for  instance, by a model i n  which roughly 
20% of the network area is covered with f lux tubes tha t  canpletely inhibi t  
granular convection. Figure 3c fran Cavallini, Ceppatelli a d  Righini (1986) 
shows how closely the observed bisectors can be s h l a t e d  with a more sophis- 
ticated model. 
5434 
But  the 
T h i s  indicates that no re la t ive  velocity between cell and network is  
Figure 3b fran Miller, F'oukal and K e i l  (1984) shaws how the observed 
The 
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The,close coincidence of the cell and network bisectors in the line cores 
shows that any general dmflows present in the netwmk must lie below the 
noise level of +20 msec-l of our study. 
supergranule ceil edges is not 1a.v enough to rule out supergranulation as an 
overturning cell pattern. 
least kinemtically) if we suppose that the horizontal flow at vh - 0.5 km 
sec-l is confined to a thin layer comparable to the depth of photospheric line 
formation, with up- and downflows over large areas. 
able whether such a pattern would be dynamically realistic and stable. Unfor- 
tunately, there are no good dynamical models of supergranulation to use for 
guidance. 
is based on about 5 arc sec 
spatial resolution, so it does not rule out &e possible existence of much 
larger downdrafts inside flux tubes occupying only a smll fraction of the 
network area. 
nique of observing the position of the V Stokes profile which measures the 
degree of circular polarization, and thus is indicative of flows inside the 
flux tube. 
This limit on downflow velocity at 
The continuity equation can still be satisfied (at 
However, it is question- 
The +20 msec-l limit we have placed on v 
Giovanelli and Slaughter (1978) were the first to use the tech- 
They found a red-shift indicating downf low of 0.6 kms-l 
More recently, Stenflo et al. (1984) have observed the full Stokes V pro- 
file of network structures using the Fourier Transform Spectrcdneter at Kitt 
Peak. 
asyrmnetry of the red and blue V profile intensities (Fig. 41, which could 
explain how the observatims of Giovanelli and Slaughter (made by setting on 
the line wings with a magnetograph) might have indicated an apparent red- 
shift. More recent observatims by s. Solanki and E. Wiehr indicate that a 
discrepancy between the results of Stenflo et al. and later observations of 
Wiehr (1985) have been resolved in favor of the observation of no dawnflows 
exceeding +o. 25 km SeC-l. 
due to thelarge uncertainty in the absolute rest wvelength of the lines 
used, which is required as a reference for the zero-level crossing of the V 
Stokes profile. 
They find no evidence for a downflow, but they do note a pronounced 
The relatively large error on these observations is 
The above discussion indicates that there is presently no direct observa- 
tional evidence for downflows at supergranule edges, nor inside magnetic flux 
tubes. Another conclusion is that line-wing canparisons such as used in mag- 
netographs are not well suited to masurement of small velocities of order 
10 msec-l in solar plasmas where line profile yymnetries can account for 
apparent shifts of several hundred meters sec- . 
knm to be relatively less susceptible to the I-V correlation, such as h 
4065. 
core (e.g., Kuhn 1983). Studies of line profiles with a spectrograph are 
required to check results. 
It is helpful to use lines 
Alternatively, velocities can be measured through shifts in the line 
Iv. Dyn amics of Spicules and Fibrils 
Observations of spicules at the limb and their Hoc disc analogues seen as 
network rosettes and fibrils indicate that these structures are ubiquitous in 
solar magnetic regions, and their propulsion must be due to a rather general 
mechanism. The observations (see, e.g., Beckers 1972) indicate that we have a 
relatively cool ( -  104K), dense ( p ~ / ~ - ’ ~ g c d )  plasma column propelled to a 
height of 7-10x103 lan over 5-10 mins at a velocity of about 10-20 km sec-l. 
It turns out that these deceptively simple requirements pose a dynamical prob- 
lem which is not yet solved. 
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Following the work of Osterbrock (1961) most models have considered the 
spicule to be the more or less direct result of a pressure disturbance origi- 
nating in the photosphere and propagating outward along the magnetic field 
lines. Since these field lines become force-free in the chromosphere, the 
problem reduces essentially to that of a shock tube at these altitudes. 
most basic difficulty facing dynam'cal models is how to account for the rather 
and flow velocities far in excess of the observed values. 
shocks produce mly modest compression, the density r v r e m y t  at 
h - lo4 km seems to require that the plasma of p-  10- g/cm that is found at 
h - 2000 km in quiet sun models be propelled upwards by about 8000 km. 
The 
high density at heights of up to 10 4 km, without producing high temperatures 
Since adiabatic 
This problem has been studied in most detail by Suematsu et al. (1982) 
and Hollweg (1982). 
figures from Suematsu et al. Figure Sa shows a 3-D representation of the 
upward propagation of the disturbance, and the response of the transition 
region. 
and on outwards into the corona, the cool material is propelled outward along 
ballistic trajectories (see also Fig. 5b), and eventually begins to fall back. 
A feature of these models are the rebound shocks that continue to be generated 
from the base of the atmosphere in response to the original disturbance. 
These successive shocks continue to lift the cool material to spicular 
heights. 
Their results are similar, and we describe them using 
We see that as the disturbance moves through the transition region 
The flaw in these interesting models is their adiabatic nature, which 
does not take into account the powerful dissipation that must decrease the 
amplitude of non-linear waves and shocks propagating through the upper photo- 
sphere and chromosphere. The importance of this dissipation is illustrated in 
Fig. 6a (from Ulmschneider 1971) for simple waves of flux density similar to 
that required for spicule excitation. We see that compressional waves of 
period below 50 secs used by Hollweg (1982) and by Suematsu et al. (1982) 
lose all but a tiny fraction of their flux by the time they have travelled 
to h = 2000 km. 
We have calculated (Foukal and Smart 1981) the dissipation suffered by 
such shocks propagating along diverging field lines which will tend to de- 
crease the lases, since the increasing area of the shock front reduces its 
energy flux density and thus its strength, which sensitively determines its 
dissipation rate. Our results are illustrated in Fig. 6b, and they show that 
although inclusion of t h i s  effect helps, the losses still remain very high. 
The effect of including such radiative losses in the development of the 
specific disturbances responsible for the spicules of Hollweg (1982) and 
Suematsu et al. (1982) has recently been studied by Markka and Hollweg 
(1986). The results of their adiabatic and non-adiabatic calculations are 
given for comparison in Fig. 7. 
gates withincreasing amplitude past h = 2000 km, while in the non-adiabatic 
calculation, radiative losses rapidly damp the wave, so that essentially 
nothing remains at the transition region altitude. These results show the 
difficulty of attempting to explain spicules as the result of single or re- 
current disturbances of high frequency propagating up from the photosphere. 
We see that the adiabatic disturbance propa- 
The difficulty persists even if we consider isothermal shocks; Le., 
associate the spicule with rapid cooling and condensation of thermally un- 
stable coronal material behind a pressure disturbance. The problem then is to 
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cause sufficiently rapid radiative cooling behind the shock and produce upward 
propagation of the T - lo4 K isotherm at v - 10-20 km sec-l. In unpublished 
calculations we have carried out, the medium was initially taken to be in 
energy equilibrium between inflow of heat by conduction from the corona above, 
and local radiative losses. 
increasing the density and thus the radiative losses, and also by somewhat 
smoothing the temperature gradient. Both effects promote thermal instability, 
leading to upward propagation of the chromospheric isotherms, although actual 
mass motions are modest. 
range 10-15 km sec-l may be achieved behind a strong Ms = 4 shock, but this 
shock is so highly dissipative that one must face the question of how a 
disturbance of that strength could ever have reached h = 2000 km from the 
photosphere. 
sphere and chromosphere make it difficult to understand how disturbances of 
sufficient amplitude to drive spicules and fibrils can reach the required 
heights. 
quasi-adiabatic upward propulsion of the chromospheric isotherms, as did 
Osterbrock (1961) and most recently Hollweg (1982) and Suematsu et al. (1982), 
or whether we identify spicules with the upward propgation of a thermal in- 
stability into the mrom, as is implicit in the isothermal shock case cal- 
culated by Wentzel and Solinger (1967) and was more explicitly studied in our 
calculation described above. 
The passage of a shock disturbs this balance by 
We found that isotherm propagation speeds in the 
In summary, we see that the highly dissipative nature of the upper photo- 
T h i s  is true whether we envisage the spicule to be caused by the 
The main ccmclusion from the studies of spicule dynamics so far seems to 
be that some means of obviating the dissipation must be found, if the attrac- 
tive concept of driving spicules directly by photospheric motion is to be 
preserved. 
that energy can continue to be supplied to the "piston" to balance the large 
losses at the shock front that it is driving. 
atmosphere is slowly lifted by deformation of the flux tube may be viable, but 
a consistent model needs to be constructed. 
trigger the spicule disturbance and supply the energy higher up, where radia- 
tive dissipation is less effective. 
nection, as suggested by Uchida (1969) and Pikelner (1969). 
One possibility is to consider disturbances of long period, so 
A model in which the whole 
Another approach is to simply 
A logical energy source might be recon- 
HRSO observations will no doubt contribute to resolution of these ques- 
tions. 
ule and fibril formation is a good guide. 
0.1 arc second resolution in tracing spicule development through the atmos- 
phere with filtergrams and spectra to study the morphology and kinematics of 
these fascinating and fundamental structures. 
The work of D u n n  and Zirker (1973) on the photospheric sites of spic- 
Much might be done with continuous 
V. Coronal Lmp Flows 
Figure llb shows an imge of a post-flare loop observed at Big Bear on 
December 19, 1982. 
analysis of its structure offers some test of the fundamental plasma scales 
that one might expect to resolve with a space telescope such as HRSO. 
densitometric tracings we performed across the loop legs s lmw H,,I structures 
as thin as about 0.4". 
scales and cross-sectional area filling factors derived from comparison in 
this same loop of various diagnostics of local density n, and mean cOlu'~~n 
density neg obtained from line ratios, Stark effect and Thomson scattering 
It clearly consists of many fine thin filaments, and 
Micro- 
We have found that these are consistent with the 
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(Foukal, Hoyt and G i l l i a m  1986). Smaller scales down to  the proton gyroradius 
of a f e w  c m  might w e l l  exist, but they are not demanded by these observations. 
Time-lapse films show the development of cool condensations i n  t h i s  loop, 
and the i r  proper motion down the f ie ld  lines, on time scales of tens of min- 
utes. There is no doubt that these proper motions i n  Ha represent flows, 
since w e  see clearly i n  Fig. 8 how a slit placed a t  a similar loop apex shows 
l i t t le relative Doppler s h i f t  of the condensations (seen here i n  H x  1, and 
increasing s h i f t  up t o  about 50 km sec’l as the condensation picks up speed 
moving down the loop legs, when the slit is  moved lower (Foukal 1978). Obser- 
vations of this kind of flows i n  vis ible  and W radiations certainly convince 
us  t h a t  the solar atmosphere is dynamical, and that advective transports prob- 
ably dominate the energy balance equation. 
of these loop structures have not made much progress i n  answering the key 
questions--namely what process heats coronal loops, and what i s  the source of 
the mass excess tha t  illuminates one set of f i e ld  lines more than another? 
But attempts to  construct models 
To m a k e  fas te r  progress, one might do better to  confront tk possible 
mechanisms w i t h  direct observational tests rather than proceeding by the 
circuitous route of constructing ever more complicated (and not very unique) 
atmospheric models. 
some r e s u l t s  obtained recently i n  a study of possible macroscopic electric 
f ie lds  i n  coronal loops. The presence (or absence) of detectable electric 
f ie lds  i n  post-flare loops bears direct ly  upon both the energy balance a d  
mass balance problems. Reconnection models used t o  explain dissipation of 
magnetic energy require the existence of an intense macroscopic E-field to  
allow relat ive motion of f i e ld  l ines and plasma a t  a s l i p  rate given by 
Vs = E x B/B2. 
reconnection also provides me m e c h a n i s m  by which plasma can cross magnetic 
f i e ld  lines a t  the  high rate Vs, a process of relevance i n  the m a s s  balance 
problem along a given flux tube. 
this magnitude with a suitable diagnostic could directly test the importance 
of reconnection and a t  least one kind of cross-field plasma flow. On the 
other hand, measurement of the magnitude, orientation, etc., of E would be 
extremely helpful i n  improving our ideas of how this process operates i n  the 
corona. 
A s  an example of such an approach I would l ike  t o  show 
Intensit ies of order E - 10-lo2 volt/cm are quite likely. The 
Clearly then, inabi l i ty  t o  detect f ie lds  of 
Figure 9 s h o w s  the high B a l m e r  l ines  i n  a bright post-flare loop, and a 
plot  of t he i r  halfwidth against B a l m e r  number. 
shows clear Stark effect  corresponding to  an electric f ie ld  of order l o 2  volt/ 
cm. T h i s  sort of broadening has been known for  decades i n  f ares and has been 
used as a diagnostic of high local plasma densities neN loi2 ~ m ’ ~ .  The 
question is whether a t  least a good fraction of t h i s  total electric f i e ld  
might be due t o  macroscopic electric f ie lds  associated w i t h  reconnection or  
perhaps w i t h  waves. 
The rapid increase i n  w i d t h  
To answer this question w e  need a remote sensing technique that  w i l l  en- 
able us t o  distinguish between macroscopic, ordered electric f ie lds  and the 
microscopic, disordered f ie lds  of pressure broadening. A new diagnostic for 
t h i s  purpose w a s  recently described by Foukal, Hoyt and G i l l i a m  (1986). As 
shown i n  Fig. lOa,  the  transverse Stark e f fec t  is very s i m i l a r  t o  the trans- 
verse Zeeman effect ,  except t h a t  the T components (polarized l inearly along 
the E-field) now lie i n  the wings, and the G (polarized l inearly transverse 
to E) lie closer to  the unshifted wavelength. T h i s  is the opposite of the 
Zeeman effect. By placing a polarizing prism before the spectrograph, w e  thus 
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see the m a x i m u m  Stark broadening a t  the position 8 
axis is aligned withothe r v i b r a t i o n  direction, a n y a  m i n i m u m  broadening a t  
the angle €Irnin a t  90 to  0 
Balmer l ine  spectra a t  d i E r e n t  polarizer angles 8 of a loop i n  which a 
uniform E-field is present with a substantial component i n  the sky-plane, the 
plots of Al fbvs .  n for  the separate spectra should reveal a m a x i m u m  broad- 
ening i n  the spectra taken a t  e, and a minimum a t  emin (Fig. lob). 
Results of observations carried out so f a r  on a bright post-flare loop 
using this method are shown i n  Fig. lla. 
0 5 8 G 45 exhibit significantly larger slope for  n * 15 than do the curves 
for  90 L, 8 5 1 3 5  . This leads us t o  associate 8, (and thus the E-field 
direction) with an orientation corresponding to  fou?$dy rad'al i n  Fig. llb. 
The f i e l d  intensity required is appro imately 10 volts an-'. The scale over 
which the  f i e l d  i s  detected i s  L 10 km, but it might occupy only a s m a l l  
fraction of the volume, provided the emission measure is  sufficient i n  the 
electr i f ied plasma to  dominate the Balmer line emission passed through the 
slit. 
least 1 0  secs. 
when its transmission 
. W e  expect then that i f  w e  take successive 
It can be seen that the curves for  
'4 
T e E-field observed must be uniform i n  space over a t i m e  scale of a t  3 
The observed E-field direction is compatible with reconnection occurring 
either near the top or s ide of the loop, since E = vs x B. 
the f i e l d  is about an order of magnitude larger than conventional m d e l s  of 
flare loop reconnection (e.g., Somov and Titov 1985) would suggest. 
the fields could easi ly  be much higher, since vs is quite dependent on the 
local Al fvh  speed and thus on the local density i n  the small reconnecting 
region. 
be caused by instrumental effects  since three active praninences showed none 
of the ordering effect  with 8 seen i n  Fig. lla. 
tical fluke, however, and more observations of this kind are needed. Obser- 
vations of t he  high Balmer l ines  with a l inear polar izer  before the spectro- 
graph slit might be profitably t r i e d  with the  HRSO. 
and track very small plasma elements might significantly increase the sensi- 
t i v i t y  t o  the electric f i e lds  of waves and reconnectim, and study their 
spatial distribution and t i m e  dependence. 
The magnitude of 
However, 
For reasons given by Foukal, Hoyt ard G i l l l a m ,  this resu l t  is unlikely t o  
The resu l t  could be a statis- 
The ab i l i t y  t o  resolve 
T h i s  work w a s  supported under NSF grant ATM 8519121 and NASA contract 
NAS 5-29349. 
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Fig. 3(a) Line profiles and bisectors for h4065, A5434 in cells (triangles) 
The abscissae are d x lo2 for the profiles and n e t w o  k (circles). 
and mseCf x lo2 for bisectors. The zeros are arbitrary. 
(NM) granulation model (solid line), and far various degrees of 
convective inhibition. 
(b) Line bisectors for x4065, A5434 computed for the Nelson-Musman 
(c) Observed (solid, left-hand line) and calculated bisectors for var- 
ious scenarios using a three-component model consisting of normal 
granules, magnetic flux tubes, and non-convective atmosphere. 
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Fig. 4 P l o t  of the Stokes v prof i le  (and also dI/di\ 1 for the =I line 
5247, shawing the a s p t r y  of the blue and red p p r o f i l e s .  
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Fig. 5 (a )  Three-dimensional representation of upward propagating disturbances 
Coordinates are t i m e  ( l e f t ) ,  
Successive traces are 
i n  the model of Suematsu a t  al. 1982. 
height (bottom) and log temperature (right). 
separated by ten seconds. 
(b) Ballistic curves showing profiles of height with t i m e ,  of material 
originating a t  heights marked ( i n  km) on each curve. 
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Fig. 6(a) Curves showing dissipation of flux i n  simple waves originating i n  
the photosphere, between periods of 7 and 126s, for  a plane-parallel 
atmosphere. 
chromosphere, propagating along diverging f i e ld  lines, for different 
(b) Dissipation of flux for  weak shocks i n  the upper photosphere and 
, and for  two values of shock strength 4 = %-I. 
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Fig. 7 Comparison of adiabatic (above) and non-adiabatic ( b e l o w )  calcula- 
t ions for  the vertical  velocity f i e l d  vB excited by successive corn- 
pressional disturbances of identical irntial amplitude and period. 
The glitches i n  the  right-hand s ide of the l o w e r  frame' are numerical 
errors. 
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Fig. 8 S l i t  j a w  pictures i n  HA and spectra of H for  a post-flare loop. 
Note how the Hr emission is increasingly ‘Boppler separated as the 
slit is m o v e d  downward i n  the loop i n  frames a, c, e and (corres- 
pondingly) i n  spec t ra  b, d, f .  
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Fig. 9 The high B a l m e r  lines in a post-flare loop (a) and (b) a typical 
plot  of the i r  half-width against Balmer number (from Foukal, Hoyt 
and G i l l i a m  1986). 
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Fig. 10 Schematic diagram of the polarization structure of B a l m e r  line Stark 
broadening (a) and the expected behavior of halfwidth plotted 
against Balmer number for W and 6 components separately. 
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11 Plots (a) of observed halfwidth against Balmer number for four dif- 
ferent polarizer orientations, for the December 19, 1982, loop, 
shown in (b). The angle 8 = 45 corresponds roughly to E-field 
transverse to B-field at the loop apex. 
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